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"The value of The Helsinki Law Clinic for our team was indisputable for the 
following reasons. Firstly, we were able to meet with the Law Clinic very 
quickly and seek guidance for our burning issues. This service was approach-
able and seemed like the appropriate level of guidance we needed for our po-
tential startup. Secondly, the Law Clinic deciphered the legislation into regular 
speech and gave us a landscape of the legislation surrounding our issues. Last-
ly, and what illustrates the Law Clinic most appropriately, they admitted they 
were students, but simultaneously they were able to give us follow-up steps for 
our issues and recommendations for appropriate legal counsel" (client, M.P.)
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Helsinki Law Clinic
Objectives
Helsinki Law Clinic has two objectives: 1) give law students an opportunity to apply their acquired 
knowledge to real cases and teach practical lawyering skills 2) provide public service and improve 
access to law. Further, by enlisting pro bono services of practicing lawyers the Clinic aims to build 
connections within legal community. 
Helsinki Law Clinic was launched as a pilot project at the Faculty of Law of the University of Hel-
sinki in spring 2016, preceded by a preparatory course in autumn 2015. The Clinic is organised as 
a university course which means that students can not only gain experience, but also further their 
studies by participating with the Clinic. Nevertheless, the clinic work is 
also an exceptional opportunity not only for students but also for vol-
unteering lawyers to lend their knowledge and expertise to make a 
significant contribution to the community.

Helsinki Law Clinic gives advice in legal questions and problems, but 
cannot represent clients and act on their behalf. The services are fo-
cused on three particular fields of law: migration, discrimination and 
start-ups. These fields have been chosen to provide legal services to 
persons who would otherwise fall outside generally available legal aid, 
the public legal aid in particular. Even if the Clinic cannot act on 
clients' behalf, it empowers them and gives sufficient understanding of the legal considerations rel-
evant to their case to enable them to proceed and find solutions to problems and questions.

Participants
Helsinki Law Clinic is organised around several different roles: teaching personnel, students, tu-
tors, volunteer lawyers and partners.

The teaching personnel arrange the training sessions, teach required skills, oversee the process-
ing of the cases, conduct the weekly round sessions, and are in charge of the overall coordination 
of  the Clinic. They also have the responsibility of tasks and duties related to University administra-
tion such as enrolment of students to the course, evaluation of the work, and the provision of gen-
eral support as needed. Different members of teaching personnel may have different duties and 
functions.
Volunteer lawyers are the basis of legal expertise and quality of service of the Helsinki Law Clinic. 
Their primary role is to review and comment memorandums prepared by the student-lawyers be-
fore any advice is given to the client. The lawyers are also very welcome to participate at the week-
ly round sessions where new cases are being discussed and students seek consultation for the 
cases they are already working on. In addition, the Clinic also invites lawyers to make presenta-
tions, both at the training sessions and during the semester, on the topics they specialise in. All 
lawyers participating with the Clinic have current experience on practicing law and those reviewing 

the memorandums must have the qualifications to practice law and 
represent clients in court (they are either advocates or licensed legal 
counsels).
Tutors are former students of Helsinki Law Clinic who continue to par-
ticipate with the Clinic after they have completed the course. Their 
role is to support new students in case work and complement the 

guidance provided by the teaching personnel based on their previous experience of the clinic work.

The main work at the Clinic is performed by the students (student-lawyers). The student-lawyers 
handle cases directly under the supervision of the teaching personnel and volunteer lawyers and 
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"Thanks a lot for your 
support, what you are 
providing is a great deal 
for people who need help 
and don’t know how to 
act and react" (client, 
C.Z.)

"In all truthfulness, the 
Helsinki Law Clinic has 
been the best part of my 
studies this far" (student)



are responsible of the cases assigned to them. The tasks include conducting client interviews, 
analysing cases and preparing advice in the form of a legal memorandum, and finally providing the 
client with the advice at a counselling meeting. The student-lawyers are responsible of case pro-
gression and need to keep the client informed and handle client correspondence. Especially be-
cause of the focus on migration, discrimination and start-up law Helsinki Law Clinic has an oppor-
tunity to welcome also exchange students and students from International and Comparative Law 
and International Business Law programmes. In consequence the working language at the Clinic is 
English and participating students can benefit from international working environment. Because of 
the demanding tasks and responsibility, students enrolling on the course are expected to be at an 
advanced stage in their studies.

Partners
The University of Helsinki provides the basic framework for the operation of Helsinki Law Clinic. 
However, our partner organisations are crucial in providing direct contact surface to the clients and 
an opportunity for the Clinic to operate where it is actually needed. 
Helsinki Law Clinic relies on several partners to establish itself among potential clientele. The part-
ners generally provide the Clinic with premises where student-lawyers can conduct client inter-
views and meetings. In addition, they open venues for street law sessions, where student-lawyers 
teach and explain law in simple layman terms. The partners also use their own networks to dis-
tribute information about the Clinic.

Partners are chosen based on their established position among the potential clients of the Helsinki 
Law Clinic, migrants and start-up entrepreneurs in particular. The central location of premises is 
also an important factor.

Case Procedures
Helsinki Law Clinic takes new cases, in principle, through drop-in client interviews during consulta-
tion hours. At the interviews students practice their interviewing skills and collect information rele-
vant to the case. However, they also represent the Clinic to the client and explain the nature of le-
gal advice provided by the Clinic. The clients must also always sign a client statement where they 
acknowledge the terms on which the Clinic operates.
Each week all students at the Clinic gather on a round session. The round is a teaching tool that 
allows students to learn from their peers by presenting interesting cases to a bigger group for dis-

cussion. The Clinic welcomes volunteer lawyers to participate on the 
rounds to impart their expertise and practical insight to the discus-
sions. The participation of lawyers also gives the students a chance to 
consult with them on any difficult questions they have faced in the 
cases they are working on. During the round sessions also decisions 
concerning new cases are taken. This may result in referral to another 
instance or organisation that is better positioned to advice the client or 
advance their case. Such instances include for example the public 
legal aid office, NewСo Helsinki, Consumer ombudsman, Labour 
unions, or Refugee Advice Centre that all provide free service or con-
sultation.
Legal memorandum is the central tool used at Helsinki Law Clinic to 
analyse cases and prepare advice for the client. In the memorandum 
student-lawyers research the law, prepare objective argumentation 
and analysis of the case, and finally provide their conclusions and 
possible recommendation to the client. The recommendations may, for 
example, take the form of ready arguments to be delivered to a court 
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"As a whole the Law 
Clinic was definitely the 
best experience I’ve got-
ten from the University, 
and something similar 
should be mandatory for 
all students during their 
studies, even if it was 
just demonstrations and 
not actual clients. To 
practice interviewing and 
working on cases is such 
a big part of what most 
lawyers will work with in 
the future" (student)



or an authority, or comments to documents that have been under review. The legal memorandum 
is always reviewed and commented by a volunteer lawyer before the advice is presented to the 
client.
The final step of the Clinic proceedings is a counselling meeting with the client. In the meeting the 
student-lawyers present the conclusions of their legal research to the client and hand out the re-
viewed memorandum. The meeting allows the clients to ask for clarifications immediately, but they 
may also return with follow-up questions within one week time.
Student-lawyers conduct all clinic procedures from interviews to counselling. Case progression is 
monitored by the teaching personnel and advanced by internal deadlines and coaching by the tu-
tors, but student-lawyers themselves are responsible for delivering good, clear and timely advice. 
Client correspondence is also an important part of the responsibilities of student-lawyers. In the 
counselling meeting students can often get direct feedback and comments from the client.

Other activities
Street Law is an instrument that allows students to bring legal knowledge to the ordinary people on 
the streets. The aim is to teach law in layman terms in order to raise understanding and empower 
people to take action in their own case. The model was developed in the United States but has 
been applied around the world and is now incorporated as an important part in the activities of Hel-
sinki Law Clinic. To plan and prepare a successful street law session the student-lawyers need not 
only to master the substance but also be able present it in an under-
standable way.
To support the same aim as street law sessions, Helsinki Law Clinic 
produces materials that help in understanding certain legal situation or 
in taking action to gain access to rights. Such materials may include, 
for example, leaflets or forms.
In addition to work for the community, Helsinki Law Clinic has 
launched a seminar series under a general topic 'Law Clinics and Ac-
cess to Justice' to discuss and advance the Clinics objectives. The seminars may relate either di-
rectly to clinical legal education or access to law on one of the substance fields the Clinic works on. 
The aim of the series is to develop legal clinical education in Finland and promote cooperation be-
tween the University, legal community and social society. 

Activities 2017
The year 2017 was the second one for the Helsinki Law Clinic. During the year the Clinic’s docu-
mentation and working methods were reviewed with the aim of letting the students, supported by 
tutors, to work and manage cases more independently. The focus was put on improvements in the 
practical work and the bi-annual seminar was dropped for the autumn. 
The Clinic started to receive clients in February. In the spring semester 13 students, and in the au-
tumn 14, completed the Clinic course. Four students from the previous semester continued as tu-
tors on both spring and autumn semesters. For most of the students the experience at the Clinic 
was a unique, and according to some - one of the best, learning opportunity, even if it at times re-
quired a significant amount of work within a tight schedule. Students appreciated the opportunity to 
work with real clients and to learn about legal substance otherwise not covered in their studies. 
Before starting case work the students were given an intensive three day training to cover the es-
sential aspects of the clinic procedures and skills required in client contacts. Particular emphasis 
was put to interviewing and counselling skills and group work as success on these areas is pivotal 
to the experience the clients on the one hand and students on the other get about the Clinic. De-
tailed examination of the Clinic's case handling protocol, confidentiality agreement and other doc-
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"I want to thank every-
one who has made this 
experience possible and I 
hope that the Helsinki 
Law Clinic is here to 
stay!" (student)



umentation is also a necessary part of the training. In addition, students were introduced to the top-
ics of focus at the Clinic, migration, discrimination and start-ups, by guest lecturers in order to give 
students a basic understanding of the most common questions arising at interviews. The guest lec-
turers in the spring were Ville Hoikkala, Markus Oksanen and Aija Valleala, and in the autumn 

Rainer Hiltunen, Kirsi Hytinantti, Kenneth Kahri, Minna Melender, Sal-
la Tuominen and Salla Turkkinen. 
Volunteer lawyers reviewed and commented on the memorandums 
and participated on the rounds. There was no typical contribution as 
the Clinic procedures allow great flexibility to lawyers to limit their 
commitments. As a result the pro bono work performed by a volunteer 
lawyer varied from reviewing a few memorandums per semester to 
continuous participation in distribution of the Clinic case load as well 
as attending most of the rounds. The volunteer lawyers participating 

over the year were Riikka Autio, Johanna Naarala (Kajaste), Miika Pusa, Matti Rautakorpi, and 
Mikko Tanskanen. 

In 2017 Ketino Minashvili and Aleksi Seilonen acted as the teaching personnel for the Clinic. 

Number of cases
Helsinki Law Clinic received during the year of 
2017 a total of 72 cases, 42 in the spring and 
30 in the autumn semester. Of the 72 cases 5 
were referred to other organisations or in-
stances that were considered better posi-
tioned to help the clients, 3 were rejected, and 
13 were dropped by the client at various 
stages. The aim of being able to give advice 
within two to three weeks from the interview 
could not be reached in most cases. However, the Clinic pro-
cedures became more efficient and streamlined during the 
autumn semester, especially because the students were directly handling the client correspon-
dence. 

Case categorisation
The cases received by the Helsinki Law Clinic fell roughly 
into two categories – start-up related and other cases. 
Majority of the other cases concerned migration law or 
legal difficulties migrants had faced in Finland. Because 
many of the start-up cases concerned a corporation set 
up or being set up by migrants, it is evident, even if the 
nationality of the clients was not recorded, that the major-
ity of the clients at Helsinki Law Clinic were non-citizen.
During 2017 the Clinic has received 32 cases related to 
start-ups. Even if most cases were unique and presented 
each with their own characteristics, some common 

themes such as terms of a shareholders agreement, intellectual property rights and terms of vari-
ous service agreements were prominently present among the questions posed by the clients. In 
comparison, the total of 22 of migration law cases were received comprising mainly questions 
about residence status or nationality. Only 1 case was directly about discrimination. The remainder 
of the cases, 17 in total, touched upon a variety of topics such as administrative law, labour law, 
criminal law, and family law.
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Total

30 42

Spring
Autumn

Spring

12
22 26

Processed
Referred
Rejected
Dropped

Autumn

113

25

Processed
Referred
Rejected
Dropped

Spring

12
1

11
18

Startup
Migration
Discrimination
Other

Autumn

5

11
14

Startup
Migration
Other

"Thank you for your 
message and great work! 
All the guidance you 
provided was clear and 
precise, thus I didn't have 
any further questions” 
(client, M.Z.) 



Interviews
Helsinki Law Clinic received most cases in interviews 
during consultation hours that were held in partner 
organisations' premises. In the spring the interviews 
took place in Luckan Integration, Microsoft Flux, and 
Ne-Rå. For the autumn the places of interviews were 
changed to Luckan Integration, Microsoft Flux, and 
the Shortcut. 
Of the total of 42 cases during the spring semester, 17 
were received at Microsoft Flux, 7 in Luckan Integra-
tion and 4 in Ne-Rå. Another 12 cases were received 
by email, and 2 - by phone.

Of the total of 30 cases during the autumn semester, 11 were received at Microsoft Flux, 10 in 
Luckan Integration, and 6 in the Shortcut. Another 3 cases were received by email.

Street law
In 2017 Helsinki Law Clinic organised 9 street law sessions. Of these events 6 were directed to 
start-up entrepreneurs and 3 to migrants (Annex I). Each group of student-lawyers was expected to 
plan and conduct at least one session during the semester. The topics for the sessions were se-
lected on the basis of cases that had arrived to the Clinic and seemed to present a question that 
many other entrepreneurs or migrants apart from the client were likely to have.

Seminars
During the spring semester and with the support of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Fin-
land, the Clinic prepared an event on 'Law Clinics and Access to Justice: Legal Clinics and Legal 
Aid’. This event examined the position of law clinics among other legal aid provides and was a 
great platform to share the experiences and challenges with other law clinics in Europe.
Professor Tuomas Ojanen (University of Helsinki) opened the event. For the event the Helsinki 
Law Clinic invited Tamás Barabás (PILnet, The Global Network for Public Interest Law, Hungary), 
Dmitry Shabelnikov (PILnet, Russia), Tonje Lilaas Larsen and Marita R. Matthews Holmeset-Varpe 
(Juss-Buss, Norway) to present their experiences in working in legal clinics in their countries from a 
practical and institutional point of view. The international presentations were complemented with 
the Finnish viewpoint by Minna Sipola (Ministry of Justice, Finland).

Publicity
Helsinki Law Clinic is well known and established among its clientele and organisations working on 
the field. Information of the services is available at the Clinic website and in distributed in social 
media on the Clinic's Facebook page and via partner organisations.

Helsinki Law Clinic appeared in the Lawyer's Union journal Lakimiesuutiset (1/2018). A student of 
the Clinic was interviewed by Study International and commented on her experiences (SI News 23 
August).
Helsinki Law Clinic was also represented on Ammattimessut, an em-
ployment fair for migrants, during both the spring and autumn se-
mester and a student of the Clinic held a presentation of the basics of 
employment law in both occasions.  

Helsinki Law Clinic participated on Lakimiesmessut (Lawyers’ fair) on 
6 October. 
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"Thank you for the 
feedback, its very ex-
tensive and insightful” 
(client, S.M.)

Autumn

3
6

10

11

Microsoft Flux
Luckan
the Shortcut
Email/phone

Spring

14

4 7

17

Microsoft Flux
Luckan
Ne-Rå
Email/phone



Contributions/funding
The Faculty of Law has provided the framework for Helsinki Law Clinic, organised as an optional 
course. The Faculty has offered the necessary facilities for teaching the course, storing and confi-
dential handling of case files, and financial support for the organisation of the seminars.
The Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Finland has provided the Clinic funds for office supplies, 
book purchases, and travel fees. As an exchange, the Clinic has been giving legal consultations for 
Polish nationals by phone and email.
The University of Helsinki Teachers' Academy has also financially supported the Clinic's activities 
by providing funds for bringing in international experts on legal clinical education.

Assessment and development
Helsinki Law Clinic has been received well both by the clients and the students. The clients have 
found the advice provided by the Clinic useful and very helpful in outlining their available options. 
The students on the other hand have been inspired by the possibility to put their learning in action 

and do real legal work to benefit the community. For many of the stu-
dents the Clinic work has been the very part missing from the curricu-
lum or optional studies. The Clinic has been running for two years and 
given advice in approximately 100 cases, and on the basis of received 
feedback it warrants continuation and formal establishment within the 

permanent structure at the Faculty of Law.
The procedures at the Clinic are being continuously reviewed and developed. For 2017 the Clinic 
was appointed a room and two laptop computers that the students and tutors could use for group 
work. This also enabled handing over of client correspondence by email to the students. Encrypted 
messaging was set up for the purpose on the Clinic’s computers. These changes supported the 
sense of community and strengthened the experience of responsibility over the clients’ cases 
among students.
As a long term goal, the Clinic should aim to also have a place for the 
client meetings at the University, alongside with a group work space 
and administrative premises. In addition to premises it is important 
that more of the Clinic administrative work is shifted to students, tutors 
in particular. This way the Clinic can achieve its ideal of being a clinic 
run by the students and grow without multiplying the administrative 
duties of the teaching personnel. Finally at some point the Clinic 
should move to use a case management system and communication 
tools developed specifically for legal clinics or law firms.

Next steps
In 2018 the clinical work is suspended until further notice. The plan is 
to continue activities in autumn after reorganisation of the course. The 
Helsinki Law Clinic is looking forward to become formally established 
by the Faculty and start to create networks with other European law 
clinics. The Clinic is already participating in a project together with Swedish, Norwegian and Russ-
ian institutions to develop network and tools for clinical education (Public Legal Education: cooper-
ation between academia and civil society).
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"Many thanks for the 
brilliant work you done - 
great job!" (client, S.G.) 

"We are extremely happy 
for your contribution and 
expertise at Helsinki Law 
Clinic. Your help has 
been very valuable for us 
and it is now much easier 
to continue from here. 
We will warmly recom-
mend HLC to anyone we 
know that might need 
your services!"  
(client, V.S.)



Partners
Activities of the Helsinki Law Clinic would not have been possible without the support of the partner 
organisations, who both provide venues for the activities (for interviews, counselling and street law 
sessions), and help to disseminate the information to their clientele. 
Luckan Integration, the Finland-Swedish Information and Cultural Centre, provides as part of their 
activities a variety of support for immigrants under their Luckan Integration initiative. Luckan Inte-
gration has been a strategic partner for Helsinki Law Clinic from the beginning in October 2015. It 
has provided a central venue for the interviews and street law sessions. 
Ne-Rå is an initiative working under the auspices of Kalliolan setlementti, where social work stu-
dents provide guidance and counselling on social services and benefits and gives information 
about housing possibilities. Helsinki Law Clinic initiated contact with Ne-Rå in October 2015 and 
starting from the autumn semester 2016 they have provided a good venue for the interviews and 
street law sessions. 
Helsinki Think Company (HTC) is a space of the University of Helsinki, in which entrepreneurs 
and "change makers", as they define them in HTC, meet and share ideas. Since the first communi-
cation in October 2015 HTC has been serving as a venue for the Helsinki Law Clinic to meet 
clients, and arrange street law sessions. 
Microsoft Flux is a community space for startups to network and explore their business ideas. 
Cooperation and weekly interview sessions started at Microsoft Flux in the beginning of the autumn 
semester 2016, which has also served as a place for street law sessions and client meetings. 
The Shortcut is a community driven organisation that promotes diversity as an engine for growth. 
They inspire and empower their community through gathering, workshops, trainings and pro-
grammes that help them explore ideas, share knowledge and develop skills to enable new talents 
required in the startup life.

We wish to warmly thank all our partners. We also wish to thank all the lawyers who have given 
their valuable time and experience for the project. Finally, we wish to thank the students and tutors 
whose committed work has made the Helsinki Law Clinic happen.   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Annex I: Street law sessions, 2017

The migration/discrimination groups conducted the following sessions:
“Want to work in Finland? Learn about the permits” - April 19 at Ne-Rå.

“Your rights as an asylum seeker” - December 4 at Luckan.

“Students & their possibilities to work during/after the studies?” - December 7 at The Shortcut.

The start-up groups conducted the following sessions:
“Don’t be a fool “trade mark” your tool!” - April 10 at Microsoft Flux.

“Three essential thoughts on designing privacy into your business" - April 18 at Helsinki Think 
Company.

“Take the Money and Run! The Do’s and Dont’ts of Investment Agreements” - May 3 at Microsoft 
Flux.

“Anonymous Data: What is it? And What Does the GDPR Say?” - November 10 at Microsoft Flux.

“The IPR Do’s and Dont’ts for Software and Mobile Application” - December 12 at Helsinki Think 
Company.

“Startup Shareholders Agreement - No Room for Slackers!” - December 13 at Helsinki Think Com-
pany.
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Annex II: Events' programmes

Spring event
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 Access to Justice:  

 Legal Clinics and Legal Aid 

May 11, 2017 

Auditorium XVI, Main building, 4th Floor 
 Unioninkatu 34, Helsinki, Finland 

  

Seminar programme 

13:30-13:40 Introduction by coordinators of the Helsinki Law Clinic, 

13:40-13:55 Right to legal aid  

Tuomas Ojanen, Professor of Constitutional Law, University of Helsinki 

13:55-14:35 Legal aid in international setting 

Tamás Barabás, Senior legal officer, PILnet (The Global Network for Public Interest Law), 
Budapest office 

Dmitry Shabelnikov, Director for Russia at PILnet  

14:35-14:50 Coffee  

14:50-15:30 Legal clinics as legal aid providers 

Tonje Lilaas Larsen, Managing director, Jussbuss 

Marita R. Matthews Holmeset-Varpe, Jussbuss 

15:30-16:00 Legal aid in Finland 

Minna Sipola, Ministry of Justice 

16:00-16:45 Discussion 

16:45-17:00 Closing words 
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